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Abstract A temporal coverage operation computes the duration that a mov-
ing object covers a spatial area. We extend this notion into temporal coverage
aggregates, in which the spatial area covered for a maximum or minimum
amount of time by a moving region, or set of moving regions, is discovered.
We define the max temporal aggregate coverage operation and the min tempo-
ral aggregate coverage operation. We provide an algorithm to compute these
operations, and show that it is correct. Finally, the algorithm is implemented in
the open source, Pyspatiotemporalgeom library to verify the algorithm under
a variety of test cases.

Keywords Spatiotemporal Data; Moving Regions; Data Models; Aggregate
Operations

1 Introduction

The growth of sensing platforms coupled with advances in cyber-infrastructure
allowing the integration, storage, and availability of data has resulted in a rapid
growth of spatiotemporal data that fits the paradigms of streaming data and
stream analysis. Spatiotemporal data with extent, ie., data items represented
as regions that change shape and position over time, provide significant oppor-
tunities in terms of i) analysis of the spatiotemporal attribute data associated
with the data items, and ii) in terms of the information naturally encoded
in the spatial and temporal behavior of the geometric representations of the
data items themselves. Such data items, often referred to as moving regions,
also present unique challenges: i) aggregate operations over moving regions
are not fully defined and ii) algorithms to compute such operations tend to be
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complex since notions of a region’s topological properties (ie., its interior, ex-
terior and boundary) tend to have more distinct semantic di↵erences in terms
of data interpretation than do moving points or moving lines. Thus, the full
algebra of analysis operations, especially at the implementation level, remains
incomplete.

In this paper, we consider the notion of purely temporal aggregate op-
erations over moving regions. In other words, this paper is concerned with
identifying aggregate operations that are based purely on the spatiotempo-
ral components of moving regions, and not on the attributes associated with
space-time geometries. For example, given a set of moving regions, such that
each moving region depicts the extent of hurricane force winds for a hurricane
as it changes shape and position over time, an interesting operation is to dis-
cover the spatial areas covered by all hurricanes for the longest amount of time.
Such areas represent places that have been impacted directly by hurricanes for
the most amount of time, as opposed to places a↵ected by the greatest number
of hurricanes; for example, a single slow moving hurricane could inflict more
damage on an area than several fast moving hurricanes. This type of query is
agnostic of the attribute values associated with the moving regions, consider-
ing only spatiotemporal properties. We denote the operation to find the area
covered for the longest by a set of moving regions the max temporal coverage
aggregate (maxTCA) for a set of moving regions. Clearly the maxTCA has
value in certain data sets, as does its converse, the min temporal coverage ag-
gregate (minTCA), but such aggregates are not developed in moving region
models. Furthermore, such aggregates have compelling use in stream process-
ing in which, for example, the max time aggregate over the last hour of a data
stream can be continually maintained.

We approach the problem of the maxTCA and minTCA from a general
perspective and define it based solely on spatiotemporal regions; thus, the al-
gorithms are not tied to a specific application domain. The contributions of this
paper include 1) formally defining the concept of temporal coverage aggregates
for moving regions, 2) identifying specific aggregate operations, 3) providing
an algorithmic framework for computing these operations, and 4) developing
an open source, reference implementation of the algorithm. The source code of
the reference implementation is available at [11,12]. Furthermore, we discuss
implementation methods for the algorithm that result in an expected linearith-
mic worst case time bound using appropriate data structures. A quadratic time
variant of the algorithm is significantly easier to implement.

The paper is structured as follows. Related literature is presented in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 introduces the concept of temporal coverage aggregates and
builds the formalism to define them. An algorithm implementing the temporal
coverage aggregate operations is provided in Section 4. Section 5 discusses an
implementation of the algorithm and provides examples. Problems that arise
when extending the algorithm to use moving regions, as opposed to just in-
terval regions, are discussed in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we draw some
conclusions.
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2 Related Work and Data Model

We group related work into two categories: work dealing with data types that
we use to as the data model for this paper, and work dealing with aggregate
operations, particularly existing approaches to spatial aggregates.

2.1 Data Types

In this paper, we consider temporal coverage aggregates over complex regions.
Complex regions, as defined in [16], are areal data types representing a region
containing one or more components, denoted faces, such that each face may
contain zero or more holes. For example, the country of Italy can be repre-
sented as a single complex region in which the mainland and islands are each
individual faces, with the face representing the mainland containing a single
hole representing the Vatican City (which does not belong to Italy).

In addition to complex regions, the work in this paper uses complex points
and complex lines. A complex point is a collection of one or more coordinates;
thus, a complex point can contain multiple individual points. A complex line
is a line that can have multiple disconnected features, and those features can
branch and split [16].

Spatiotemporal data types have received much attention in the literature
[4,5,18,21,3,14]. In [5], the type ofmoving regions is defined as a mapping from
time to the type of complex regions. Let [R] be the set containing all complex
regions and ⌧ be the set of all time instants (represented as real numbers),
a moving region M is then defined as M : ⌧ ! [R], with some restrictions.
We denote the set of all moving regions as [M ]. Moving regions are able to
represent regions that change in shape and position over time; for example, an
area representing the extent of hurricane force winds for a particular hurricane
is naturally represented as a moving region.

At the discrete level, [9] represents a region as a collection of straight line
segments that define the boundary of the region. Further, [9] defines a moving
region as a collection of moving segments. A moving segment describes the
motion of a line segment on the boundary of a region as it travels across a
fixed time interval. Moving segments are typically represented as triangles in
3D space, showing a line segment as it contracts to a point over a time interval,
or vice versa; we denote such a triangle a delta triangle. A collection of moving
segments describing the motion of a region across a single time interval forms
an interval region. Figure 1 shows an interval region defined by delta triangles.
Because all edges of delta triangles of straight line segments moving segments
do not change direction over the life of a delta triangle; thus, moving segments
do not change direction within a single interval region. A collection of interval
regions then forms a moving region. In this paper, we use the discrete model
of moving regions, focusing on interval regions, to define temporal coverage
aggregates.
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Fig. 1 An interval region represented as a collection of delta triangles. One face of the
moving regions contains a hole that grows over the time interval. Delta triangles in the back
of the volumes are not shown to reduce clutter. Delta triangles on the interior of the face
(defining the hole) are dotted.

2.2 Aggregates

Aggregate operations have a long history of use and study in databases. The
development of spatial aggregates is more recent, but has similarly received
much attention. [10] presents a survey of spatiotemporal aggregate literature
in which aggregates are categorized as spatial, temporal, or spatiotemporal.
However, spatiotemporal aggregates in that paper focus mainly on the ag-
gregation of attribute values related to spatiotemporal objects. Under that
framework, spatiotemporal operations are used to collect the attributes of ge-
ometries that pertain to the result of the desired spatiotemporal operations,
then aggregates are performed on those attribute; this di↵ers from our focus
on aggregating purely temporal information from moving regions.

Additional research on aggregate operations over spatiotemporal data in-
cludes [7,19,20]. [19] uses histograms to compute aggregates from a database,
rather than streaming-style data. [20] treats aggregation of sequenced spa-
tiotemporal data in the form of points and lines, but not regions. Kim [7]
views the changes to regions as a continuously changing phenomenon with
respect to time and generates a space-time volume from known discrete posi-
tions of the region, similar to the approach described in this paper. However,
Kim does not perform aggregates with respect to temporal coverage.

A significant portion of the literature on spatial aggregates is devoted to
mechanisms to support range queries, or box queries. Aggregate range queries
perform some aggregate operation over spatial or spatiotemporal data that
fall into a user specified area (the range or box), possibly over some specified
time window [22,8,15]. Such aggregation mechanisms seem to stem from the
support for range queries provided by spatial indexing methods such as R-
trees and their variants [6,1,17], but much work has focused on developing
data structures specific to aggregations. For these types of aggregates, the
spatial portion of the aggregate tends to focus on discovering data objects
that fall into the specified range, while the aggregate portion tends to be an
aggregate operator over some attribute of the spatial objects that satisfy the
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range query. Thus, the aggregation portion of the operation behaves much
like a traditional aggregate operator, and spatial operators are performed on
spatial objects in isolation, rather than in aggregate, to compute an attribute
value that is passed to the aggregate portion.

The algorithm presented in this paper requires geometric operations de-
veloped in the field of computational geometry; specifically, we must find a
vertical line (in the temporal dimension) that intersects a volume that is max-
imized (or minimized) in terms of length. [2] describes computing the maxi-
mum distance between a pair of points and the minimum distance between a
point and a parallel plane through another point contained within a point set
in three-dimensional space. While this work is similar to the problem we must
solve, it is too general for our specific problem. Instead, we take advantage of
specific properties of moving regions to use more straightforward algorithms.

An early version of this work appears in [13]

3 Temporal Coverage Aggregates

In this section, we build a framework upon which the temporal coverage aggre-
gates are defined. The advantage of this framework is that it can be extended
to define additional aggregates. We begin with the concept of a temporal cover-
age mapping (TCM) operation. The TCM takes an interval region and returns
a set of temporally static spatial objects paired with a duration, a time value
indicating the duration that the area represented by the spatial object was
covered by the interval region. For example, Figure 2 depicts an interval re-
gion consisting of a rectangle that translates in space over a time interval. In
the top-down view of the interval region, the shaded portion indicates where
rectangles at the two ends of the interval region overlap if they are projected
out of the temporal dimension into the spatial dimensions. This area is clearly
covered by the interval region over the entire time interval. Thus, the TCM
for that interval region will contain a rectangle corresponding to that shaded
area, with a duration indicating the length of the time interval. Furthermore,
the interval region translates away from the leftmost line segment in Figure 2,
causing that line segment (among others) to be covered for only an instant
during the time interval; thus, the TCM will include a line segment, repre-
senting that line in space, and a duration indicating that it was covered for a
single instant. Similarly, each spatial area covered by a distinct duration will
exist in the TCM result set. More formally, let [↵] be the set of all instances
of complex points, lines, and regions, and [D] be the set of all duration values
(typically [D] = R):

TCM : [M ] ! 2[↵]⇥[D]

Temporal coverage operations (TCOs) are then defined by applying oper-
ations to the result of a temporal coverage mapping. Due to space limitations,
we define two TCOs: maxTCA and minTCA. The maxTCA TCO returns the
set of spatial areas covered for the maximum amount of time by an interval
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 (a) An interval region consisting of a rectangle that translates over a time interval.
(b) a top-down view of (a); e↵ectively the moving segments of (a) projected out of the
temporal dimension.

region; likewise, the minTCA operation returns the set of spatial areas covered
for the minimum (non-zero) amount of time by an interval region. The syntax
and semantics of the operations are as follows:

maxTCA : 2[↵]⇥[D] ! 2[↵]

maxTCA(TCM(m)) ! {x1|
(x1, d1) 2 TCM(m) ^ 8(x2, d2) 2 TCM(m) : d1 � d2}
minTCA : 2[↵]⇥[D] ! 2[↵]

minTCA(TCM(m)) ! {x1|
(x1, d1) 2 TCM(m) ^ 8(x2, d2) 2 TCM(m) : d1  d2}

3.1 Computing TOCs

The semantic expression of the TCM described above is not appropriate for
computation of TOCs since it may result in an infinite mapping. For example,
the result may contain an infinite series of lines that each exist for a single
instant (for example, the area traversed by the leftmost moving segment in
Figure 2 has a monotonically increasing amount of temporal coverage, resulting
in an infinite set of lines each covered by a monotonically increasing amount of
time at infinite temporal resolution). In this section, we describe an algorithm
to compute the maxTCA and minTCA TOCs using well known geometric
operations.

We frame the discussion of the computation of TOCs in terms of the
maxTCA operation, since the minTCA operation follows the same template.
Recall that moving segments describing an interval region form triangles in 3D
space; thus, a moving segment is allowed to travel in a single direction, and at
a constant rate, across a time interval. It follows that if any area is covered by
an interval region for an entire interval, then that area will be covered by the
regions at the interval boundaries. It further follows that the maximum time
that an area can be covered by an interval region is limited to the duration of
the time interval for which the interval region is defined. These observations
lead to the easiest case of determining a maxTCA operation: the case when
the regions at both ends of an interval region overlap when they are projected
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3 A side (a) and top-down (b) view of an interval region.

out of the temporal dimension. Figure 2 depicts just such a case. Clearly, the
dark shaded area in Figure 2b is covered by the interval region throughout the
entire time interval, so it must be the area of maximum temporal coverage.

If the two regions at the temporal boundaries of an interval region are
disjoint when projected out of the temporal dimension, the computation of
TOCs becomes more di�cult. The TCM produces a set of spatial objects
(geometries) such that each entire object is covered by an interval region for
the same duration; geometrically, this definition implies that the intersection of
an interval region with any spatial object returned by a TCM that is extended
infinitely in the temporal dimension is a 3-dimensional object g with constant
height. In other words, the height of g is identical at every point covered by
g in the spatial dimensions. For example, the shaded area shown in Figure 2b
is the region of maximum temporal coverage, and thus the volume formed
by extending that region in the temporal dimension across the duration of
the interval region in Figure 2a will result in a 3-dimensional rectangle with
constant height. Figure 3 shows a case in which the regions at the ends of
the interval are disjoint. Figure 3b depicts a top down view of the interval
region in Figure 3a. The shaded area in Figure 3b represents the region of
maximum temporal coverage of the interval region in Figure 3a. Clearly, if the
shaded region in Figure 3b is extended infinitely in the temporal dimension
and intersected with the interval region in Figure 3a, the resulting volume will
have constant duration for all points covered in the spatial dimension by the
volume. The resulting volume is indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 3a.
Note that the volume does not have constant values in the temporal dimension,
but does have constant duration.

We make the observation that regardless of the dimension of the geometry
of maximum coverage (ie., it may be a point, line, or region), the geometry
of maximum coverage will always include a point on the boundary of at least
one delta triangle; this follows from the fact that delta triangles are planar
by definition. Furthermore, regardless of the dimension of the geometry of
maximal coverage, each spatial object (point, line, or region) covered for the
maximum amount of time by an interval region will be:

1. A point at which two boundaries of delta triangles intersect when pro-
jected out of the temporal dimension, denoted as coverage points of interest
(CPOIs).

2. A line whose endpoints are CPOIs.
3. A region such that the end points of all line segments on the region’s

boundary are CPOIs.
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Fig. 4 A side (a) and top-down (b) view of an interval region.

We define the term boundary points of the geometry of maximum coverage to
refer to the end points of line segments forming those geometries ( or the point
of maximal coverage in the case of a point geometry).

Theorem 1 The boundary points of all geometries of maximum coverage that
exist for an interval region are always CPOIs.

Proof : In the case where the regions at either end of an interval overlap
when projected out of the temporal dimension, it follows from the definition
of regions that the geometry of maximum coverage is a region and that its
boundary points are CPOIs. In the case where the regions at either end of the
interval are disjoint, there are three cases.

i) The geometry of maximum coverage is a point. In this case, the point will
correspond to the maximum distance between two 3-dimensional triangles that
are non-parallel and overlap when projected out of the temporal dimension,
or that meet at a point when projected out of the temporal dimension. If the
triangles are non-parallel, and they are furthest apart at a single point, that
point must be on the boundary of at least one of the triangles, and thus is a
CPOI.

ii) The geometry of maximum coverage is a line (Figure 4). Again, since
moving segments correspond to planar delta triangles in 3-dimensional space,
if the geometry of maximum coverage is a line, then that line must lie on the
boundary of at least one moving segment. Furthermore, that line will extend
until the boundary of one triangle is no longer over the other, meaning that
the boundaries of the triangles will intersect when projected out of time. Thus
the boundary points of the line must be CPOIs.

iii) The geometry of maximum coverage is a region. This case can only occur
when the triangles representing moving segments across an interval are parallel
(since the triangles are planar). In such a case, the geometry of maximum
coverage is a region that corresponds to the intersection of the projections of
the triangle out of the temporal dimension, meaning its boundary points must
be CPOIs. ⇤

Theroem 1 implies that to discover the geometry of maximum coverage for
an interval region, one must simply look at CPOIs. Once the CPOIs that are
covered by an interval region for the longest amount of time are known, the
task is simply to merge CPOIs into lines and regions as appropriate.
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3.2 Merging CPOIs

The process of merging CPOIs into lines and regions of maximal temporal
coverage is accomplished via a bookkeeping mechanism. To compute CPOIs,
the edges of delta triangles are projected out of the temporal dimension, and
the intersection of any of the edges results in a CPOI. Our approach to book-
keeping is to label each triangle edge; when two projected edges intersect, the
CPOI is recorded once for each edge, and CPOI copies are labeled with the re-
spective edge labels involved in the intersection. Once the maximal CPOIs are
computed, CPOIs are sorted according to their label, and then their position
along their assigned edge. If no holes are present in the interval region, adja-
cent CPOIs on an edge form a line segment. Line segments sharing end points
are joined into lines. Finally, lines forming cycles are formed into regions. For
example, consider Figure 4 in which some of the segments are labeled with
numbers, and the points p and q are labeled. Segments 1, 2 and 3, when pro-
jected into the spatial dimensions, intersect at p; thus, the pairs (p, 1), (p, 2),
and (p, 3) are recorded. Similarly, segments 3 and 4 will intersect at q, resulting
in pairs (q, 3) and (q, 4) being recorded. The points are sorted first according
to label, then according to position on the line: (p, 1), (p, 2), (p, 3), (q, 3), (q, 4).
p and q have the maximum time coverage, determined by extending p and q
into the temporal dimension, and computing the length of intersection of the
resulting lines with the volume induced by the interval region. Furthermore, p
and q are adjacent on line segment 3, indicating that the entire line segment
has maximal temporal coverage, and are joined into a line segment.

If an interval region contains holes, two additional steps are required. First,
the adjacency of two points on a line segment does not guarantee that the
line segment joining them has maximal temporal coverage by the interval
region. For example, Figure 5 shows an interval region with a hole. In the
top down view (Figure 5b), the left most CPOIs of the shaded region are all
maximal coverage CPOIs that involve the same line segment, yet the hole
causes a portion of the line segment to not be maximally covered. Thus, the
adjacency of maximal coverage CPOIs is not su�cient to ensure a line segment
is maximally covered. To verify, a single point along the original line between
any two adjacent CPOIs must be tested for temporal coverage. If the coverage
of that point is identical to the surrounding CPOIs on the line segment, then
the line segment has maximal temporal coverage. Similarly, one cannot assume
that a cycle of maximally covered line segments forms a maximally covered
region. Instead, a point within such a cycle must be tested for identical time
coverage as the cycle.

4 An Algorithm for Computing Temporal Coverage Aggregates

The complete algorithm to compute the maxTCO or minTCO is shown in Al-
gorithm 1. In summary, the algorithm requires delta triangles to be projected
into two dimensions (line 1). For an interval region with n moving segments,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 A side (a) and top-down (b) view of an interval region.

Input: 3D line segments defining the edges of triangles that represent the moving
segments defining an interval region.

Output: A set containing points, lines, and/or regions representing the areas
covered for the largest amount of time by an interval region.

1 S  a set of line segments formed by projecting the 3D line segments forming edges
of delta trinagles out of the temporal dimension;

2 P  the set of intersection points of all pairs s1s2 2 S;
3 Pl  For each p 2 P , create a labeled point for each segment involved in the

intersection at p;
4 Se  Extend each point p 2 Pl in the temporal dimension;
5 Pm  the points corresponding to each segment s 2 Se whose intersection with the

interval region volume has maximal duration;
6 Sort Pm by label, then by position along the line segment corresponding to the label;
7 Sm  create a set of segments from pairs of adjacent points on a line segment (using

the labeled points). Keep only those such that a point on the segment in between
the adjacent points has the same temporal coverage as the adjacent points;

8 Rm  create cycles from segments with shared end points in Sm. Keep a cycle if a
point within the cycle has the same temporal coverage as the cycle boundary,
otherwise it forms a hole in a region. Merge cycles that share edges into regions;

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for computing the maximum and minimum tem-
poral coverage of an interval region.

this produces O(n) line segments. The intersection of those projected line seg-
ments are computed to determine labeled CPOIs (lines 2-3). Line segment
intersection is O(n lg n+k) where k is the number of intersection points (note
that the intersections of line segments at end points will add the k in this case).
The CPOIs are extended into the temporal dimension, and lengths for which
they are contained within the interval region are recorded (lines 4-5). Because
a volume representing a moving region is defined as a set of triangles (mov-
ing segments), this a segment/triangle intersection problem. Naively, this step
takes O(kn), but can be reduced using advanced data structures to O(k lg n).
The CPOIs with maximal length are sorted (line 6) (O(k lg k)). A point be-
tween any pair of CPOIs that are adjacent on a line segment is tested to see
if the segment is maximally covered (line 7). Again, this is a segment/triangle
intersection problem. Segments are formed into lines and cycles (using binary
searches on a sorted list in O(k lg k) time. Finally, a point within each cycle is
tested to see if the cycle is a maximally covered region (line 8) (another seg-
ment/triangle intersection problem). Thus, the algorithm has time complexity
bounded by either O(kn) if a naive segment/triangle intersection algorithm is
used, or O(k lg k) otherwise.
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a b

Fig. 6 An interval region in which the source and destination triangles overlap when pro-
jected out of time. Blue lines indicate CPOIs with nonzero duration projected through time.

5 Implementation

We have implemented the algorithm proposed in this paper as part of the Pys-
patiotemporalgeom library [11,12]. Pyspatiotemporalgeom is an open source
python library providing spatiotemporal data types and operations. The code
is not optimized, but is written as a proof of concept. Using the library, we
verify the proposed algorithm over three scenarios. The first scenario consists
of a triangle that moves and deforms over an interval such that the source and
destination triangles overlap when projected out of the temporal dimension.
Figure 6a shows a view of the scene from the side. The vertical blue lines in
the scene indicate CPOIs that have nonzero temporal coverage. Clearly, the
CPOIs forming the portion of the boundary regions that overlap when pro-
jected out of time intersect the volume for the entire duration. Figure 6b shows
a top-down view of the same scene.

Figure 7 shows an example in which the source and destination regions do
not overlap when projected out of time. In this case, there are two points of
maximum coverage: (2.7, 1.57) and (4, 2). These two points occur on the line
traversed by the point (1, 1) in the source region as it travels to point (4, 2)
in the destination region. Because these points are adjacent on a line segment
(the line segment created by that traversal), they form the end points of a line
segment of maximal temporal coverage; this is visually verified in the image.
Other CPOIs covered by nonzero duration are also indicated.

Figure 8 depicts a more complex example in order to verify the algorithm
for non-trivial input. The source and destination regions are randomly gener-
ated, and the algorithm is run using the resulting interval region. Again, blue
lines indicate the CPOIs with nonzero duration projected through time. In
this case, the CPOIs of maximum coverage identify the portions of the regions
that overlap when projected out of time.
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a b

Fig. 7 An interval region in which the source and destination triangles do not overlap when
projected out of time. Blue lines indicate CPOIs with nonzero duration projected through
time.

a b

Fig. 8 An interval region in which the source and destination regions are randomly gener-
ated. Blue lines indicate CPOIs with nonzero duration projected through time.

6 Extending to Moving Regions

Theorem 1 relies on the fact that delta triangles are planar, meaning that a
line segment does not change direction as it travels across an interval region.
To expand the aggregates to moving regions made up of collections of interval
regions, the problem emerges that a point covered by maximum, or minimum
duration may be covered by multiple interval regions; the implication is that
we cannot examine interval regions in complete isolation to arrive at the fi-
nal answer. Theorem 1 still applies in that the point or points of maximum
coverage will still occur on CPOIs, and the geometry of maximum/minimum
coverage can still be computed using Algorithm 1, however, CPOIs must be
computed using all line segments and all delta triangles in the moving re-
gion. Furthermore, all delta triangles from all interval regions must be tested
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against all CPOIs. Again, indexing and pruning techniques my be e↵ectively
employed, but the number of CPOIs and delta triangles involved can easily
grow large.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we formally defined temporal coverage aggregates, provided an
algorithm to compute the operations, and showed the correctness of the algo-
rithm. Furthermore, we discussed an implementation of the algorithm and used
to to provide examples. The algorithm can be implemented in linearithmic time
using appropriate data structures and techniques, or more straightforwardly
in quadratic time.

Future work in this area includes the further identification of spatiotem-
poral aggregates that are geometrically based. A complete set of aggregate
operations over moving objects would be a useful extension to moving objects
algebras.
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